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Davis: Poet Signature

POET SIGNATURE

Bobb Davis
of Mr. Davis' myth lies between the known
and the unknowable. He juggles ambiguities of time and
circumstance to capture with the circumspection of the
visual symbols of ballet the evasive textures of event and meaning. His landscapes are seen "As passing carlights panl square
journeys through blackl treelimbs across a silver screen." The
swiftness of his movement-in its kaleidoscopic techniques sometimes suggestive of Hart Crane-catches up present and past in a
single continuity, like the recognitions and reflections upon the
Spenserian girl of the Gothic library; it suggests in its temporal
flux that "Ever since Cain killed his brotherI love has been perilous." Event is timeless, and transpires in a setting that denies
the fixity of locale.
The structure of the verse reinforces this central impulse.
\Vithout violating a fine sense of form, Mr. Davis fashions his
poetic line for the same sense of movement, of pace, to give to
the line a balance between motion and stillness that equates with
the statement and tonality of his poems. Thus he eludes the
threat of discreteness, of the achieved pans' breaking down the
unity and tension of the poem, on the one hand, and on the other
he manages-at least most of the time-to avoid that haze of evocation in which structure and communication are diffused, and the
poem turns gaseous. In the area which he has chosen, it is no
mean achievement. The temptations are large.
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Much of his statement is of necessity complex. Mr. Davis acknowledges a debt to the surrealists, and one might infer a kindred indebtedness to the metaphysicals. He integrates these influences, however, as in one or another phase of his work he has
integrated such diverse elements as Plato's cave, and Moses, and
Milton-integrates them into a personal idiom, a personal
statement.
The ultimate declaration of his present poetic position, I believe, is to be found in the fine "Elegy": "And it is as Zeno said,/
from the dark to the dark,/ from the deep to the deep,/ although
the whole world is dead/ No arrow has reached its mark." Mr.
Davis has perhaps not fully reached his own mark; there is room
within the framework of his present work for a fuller definition
of position, a more complete synthesis of symbol and intent.
That is not, however, a limitation in the work or the writer, but
a measure of the dimension of his poetic intent.-J.D.H.

ELEGY
As the hours ripen,
as plover whimper and the aimed
wedge of wild geese passes between
stars, I feel my footprints deepen
above the flower frozen in the seed,
above the-animal coiled in stone,
by entrances and exits where neon
arrows leap in their doorward love.

I flew a bridge of sleep.
I walked all night.
I dreamed you held me in your arms
and held me in your arms although
worlds ended, and it was all right.
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And I was rich with fever,
strange with cold and rich and strange
dreaming of those two
dreaming their folded dream
under one robe. Sleep
mingled their bodies
and in the exchange
one became as beautiful
as the other was wise
and strange.
In Scorpio's sky
I make my wish
upon the red star.
I have this to say
in memory of a warrior,
and I am fixed
in my memory of him as the weathervane
on the broken roof is fixed in possible error,
but as dead cornstalks point
which way the wind went,
I point and I am silent.
For death has discovered the air.
The bird born in the mind
falls to the mind's snare.
The bullet-clasped hands bleed,
the hot lead flies and sings,
the body breaks, and over it
the cold, earth-shafted cross
spreads its wax wings.
And it is as Zeno said,
from the dark to the dark,
from the deep to the deep.
although the whole world is dead
No arrow has reached its mark.
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BALLET FOR THE GARDEN
OF PROSERPINE
At Hammel in Saxony, on the 20th of
June, 1484, the Devil, in the likeness of
a pied piper, carried away 130 children,
that were never after seen.
-Anatomy of Melancholy

Said the ballerina this
applause kisses us to the world,
the music leads beyond Wagnerian
firelight to a girl whose,sleep is
plated against leap and pause.
As passing carlights pan

square journeys through black
treelimbs across a silver screen
until they smash against a wall
and vanish and are born again,
smoke drifts across train
windows smudging the yellow frame's
unfaded square of faded wallpaper,
a pupil forming faces until it blurs
in the classic stare of motion.
There an Impressionist girl
hangs beneath a light . . . a blue
forehead's spangled bruise
melts as you pull a loose
string, unwinding her in a whirl.
Or reach for her and see
the mould of an absolute face
held for a light: you see the red
mouth catches from the cigarette
and burns down the white body,
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and this cause for alarm
wakes into nightmare where the teeth
of hunger lock the body of their
prisoner in his own image.
The skin cannot break
shedding the man, the six seeds
rot in the backwash of flesh,
and the happy fingers of an idiot
pipe a dream in the pied air:
He loves me and he loves me not.

STILL-LIFE AT FOUR
N essun maggior dolore

Shadows breaking from their roots
floated in the free
form sleep; the full
moon idled in the curve
of ivied arch and cobbled sea,
and the clock's bad plumbing
drowned that day
we visited Roger's Italy.
\Vhen lovers
reminded of something
walked in the windy tuning of trees,
and you arranged
blue teacups,
two small, red-handled spoons,
and cinnamon toast,
and in answer to my unasked q'uestion said
Beauty should belong.
to those who love it most.
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We were not sure.
My smile trembled and your hand shook
ending in the rattle of a teacup.
I was remembering Guinivere;
you were remembering Lancelot.
And in that book
we read no more.
Confusion found our text.
Hell could not join us
nor separate what each
learned from the other:
Ever since Cain killed his brother
love has been perilous;
love has been perilous beyond belief,
has perished at the drop of a handkerchief.

NOCTURNE FOR AN OLD.
BAD ACTOR
In the movies it would have been
an anxious look above a mask, and then
a grave shake of the head.
How did I know you were dead?
I heard far music coming near
and saw the light fade down an-empty corridor
Now close the door and lock it.
The nervous candle jiggles in its socket,
the four directions of being burn
and night comes as physically as a nocturne.
Darkness is absorbed in every sense
by every audience.
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Admit me to my sorrow, it is not sad;
not for Lear, hundreds of times dead,
not for the clay impetus and decay of feet,
not for Hamlet in the subterranean street.
The shabby drunkenness was play,
the death was mockery.
Change with your bells;
ultimately all our little Knells
will rise and bow
holding Ophelia's flowers to the noble brow
and doing a mad and made-up dance
to hide the bullet's broken entrance.

I AM SORRY FOR THE DAY
I am sorry for the day
the dinosaur died and for
Troy's burning, but my pity
is limited by my power.
I cannot rescue these
melodramatic children from fire
nor from mysterious disease;
I string stones on a wire
where nothing is physical,
where the eye is a mad burrow
and the voice in the shell
reflects the evidence of error.
I am sorry for excess
of body and for the blind
destruction of it and I confess
to anxiety for excess of mind.
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POEM FOR GREEN EYES
Almost as if I had known
beforehand where to look
I saw those eyes again
and they were gray and green,
the color of a leaf
pressed in a book.
Come to the Gothic library,
sit in the muted chair,
slashed arms, rolled
cuffs embroidered with gold
dragons, Una's eternal knight
will find you there
pitted in a white horse,
riding a trojan mare.
After the rage and fall
Blue Danube and enchanted animal
whirl in the wedding of
indirection with desire.
Scream with the wind, burn
all you have built;
the eye informs and the illegal
sentence locks the cell.
The days diminish as these leaves,
all edges guilt.
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